Matthew
and
the Amphibios
By John Bonthron
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This story was written during a holiday at Hoburne
Holiday Park in August 2017.
Every day lightning flashed, thunder rumbled and
cracked and the rain fell in heavy downpours.
It was clearly the right time for the Amphibios to
return to SONDIS-SIDNOS, their mirror planet
on the far side of the Milky Way.
Fortunately for them Referasto the Wand Boy had
arrived to help them.
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Hoburne Holiday Park
Matthew arrived at the huge caravan with all his toys, books and
sticks for whittling. He had a bedroom with twin beds which he shared
with his dad. His grandparents were there too, in another bedroom.
The living area was spacious, ideal for fencing and play-wars. It
included a kitchen, a dining corner and a lounge area with a TV and
video player to watch the DVDs he had brought with him.
Outside there was a deck, raised up, overlooking Mallard Lake.
There were lots of similar caravans and a few people sitting or
standing beside the lake, fishing, unaware they were being watched
by a tiny Amphibio called Della, who was hiding in the branch of the
tall tree beside Matthew’s caravan.
Della was listening to everything Matthew said. Perhaps he was the
boy she had been waiting for?
‘Grampa, can we do fishing?’
‘Yes, OK. Problem is, I only brought fly-fishing rods and there are
too many trees for casting properly. Look, those folks are bait casting,
using floats. Let’s ask the chap next door where we can get the right
gear for fishing here.’
‘OK. Grampa, can I do a bit of whittling with your Swiss Army
knife?’
‘Yes, if you like. But only out here on the deck. And you must stay
seated, right? No walking or running about with an open knife.’
‘Matthew,’ said Grandma, ‘here’s an early seventh birthday present
for you.’
‘Hey, fantastic. It’s a whittling knife, is it?’
‘Yes,’ said Grampa, ‘it’s a special Opinel knife with a blade which
locks open, so it can’t snap shut on your fingers.’
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‘Matthew,’ said Grandma,’ you must never, ever use this knife
unsupervised. One of us must be with you whenever you want to
whittle, OK?’
‘Yes, Grandma. Hey, look how sharp it is.’
Matthew began whittling at once.
‘Listen, both of you,’ said Grandma, ‘try to keep all the wood
shavings on the table. Look at the mess you’re making. Grampa, get a
brush and shovel from the caravan and make sure you clean up after
you.’
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Gerfrik, Derfrik and Terfrik
(The TriPrimi)

It Matthew’s second day in Mobile Home ST9 at Mallard Lake.
On the previous evening, just as the sun went down, there had been
very heavy rain and the Amphibios had been out and about, slithering
up the sides of ST9. The aliens had been attracted by Matthew’s loud,
clear voice intoning strange magic spells to help him win at cards
games and Monopoly.
Now, after a tasty lunch of pasta with meatballs and garlic bread,
he was sitting outside on the deck using his Opinel whittling knife,
making the final touches to his latest masterpiece, a fish-shaped
wand.
Three Amphibios were hiding in the dense vegetation near the
deck, even though it was daylight and not raining. This was most
unusual because Amphibios usually only come out at night, except Della
wo was a special Amphibio. Their names were Gerfrik, Derfrik and
Terfrik the rulers of the Amphibios of Mallard Lake also called the
TriPrimi. They had seen the fish-shaped wand Matthew was whittling
and were very excited. Perhaps this was the boy they had been waiting
for, as Della had said?
The TriPrimi were talking but in complete silence. Amphibios
communicate flicking their long sticky orange tongues which give off
a niff of stinking smells which Amphibios interpret as words.
Gerfrik tongue flicked:
‘I heard the boy say “aqumenti sperusti imensusti”.
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Derfrik’s tongue flicked:
’What can it mean?’
Terfrik, who was a bit dim and almost always jumped to the wrong
conclusion, flicked his tongue in reply:
’It means “someone did a poo in their indoor swimming pool”.
That’s what these boys always talk about, isn’t it?’
Gerfrik responded angrily with an extra-long flick of his tongue:
‘No! Not that at all. Let me think.’
The other two Amphibios withdrew their tongues and said nothing
further. When Gerfrik fell into a bad mood, he might easily lose his
temper.
Gerfrik was the Primo, the most important Amphibio of all. Any
Amphibio who disobeyed or annoyed Gerfrik the Primo would be driven
off to live in nearby Kingfisher Lake. Being very shallow, Frikweed did
not grow in this lake and so it was an ideal hunting place for
Kingfishers who would to dive under the surface to easily catch
starving, shrivelled Amphibios. Banishment to Kingfisher Lake meant
almost certain death.
After a long silence while Gerfrik considered what to do, he
swished his tongue:
“This is a job for the scout Della. We’ll get her to keep an eye
on him and find out what “aqumenti sperusti imensusti” means.
What made Della a very special Amphibio was, unlike the rest of
her colony she was unafraid to climb out of Mallard Lake during
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daylight hours and because she was able to communicate with humans,
using her special laser eyes.
Just then the rain started to fall in huge drops, followed by a huge
crack of thunder and a flash of lightning. Within seconds black clouds
covered the sky and Matthew and his grandfather ran inside to dry
off and have another game of Top Dog with Grandma.
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Della and the Moon-Glint Signals

The following morning, in a tree high above Matthew, Della stared
at the deck below.

The previous night, after the storm and when all the other
Amphibios had returned to the safety of the deep waters of Mallard
Lake, Della had remained in the tree above Mobile Home ST9.
There had been a
full moon sending
out pulsed moonglints, messages
which glimmered
down onto the
surface of
Mallard Lake.
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The Moon-Glints message was simple:
“Earthling

Amphibios come home to us”.
From her branch in the tree, Della stared hard at the back of the
boy’s head, focussing on the nape of his neck. Using both eyes to get
full power, she fired a laser message which penetrated straight into
Matthew’s spinal cord and up into his brain, infusing it with strange
information.
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The Dark Secret of AquaDeep
‘Grampa, did you know there are alien frogs living in this lake?’
‘Oh, alien frogs, tell me more.’
‘And it’s not called Mallard Lake, its real name is AquaDeep and
their favourite food is Frikweed which grows at the bottom of the
lake which is very, very deep.’
‘Well Matthew, maybe we should write a story about them?’
Working together, tapping on his iPad, Grampa began writing out
the story Della had sent to Matthew’s brain.
Millions of years ago, long before humans and even before
Dinosaurs ruled the Earth, Hoburne Holiday Park was a steaming
mound of soft gloopy mud surrounded by swamps. This made it a
perfect landing place for an alien spaceship called Amphibios-One.
Smashing down on the mound at high
speed, the spaceship caused a crater
deeper than the Burj Khalifa in Dubai,
the tallest structure on earth. The
swampy waters rushed in, draining the
surrounding landscape to form possibly
the deepest lake in the world.
On impact, the doors of Amphibios-One
opened, releasing the alien spawn into
their new watery home, which they
called AquaDeep.

As the spawn floated downwards to the bottom of the lake, the
spaceship floated away and was lost forever. It had done its job by
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delivering its precious cargo of spawn from a frog-like people called
Amphibios who lived on a mirror planet called SONDIS-SIDNOS.
The refugee Amphibios spawn had been sent to Earth as a
precautionary measure because SONDIS-SIDNOS was being ravaged
by a deadly mutant virus called Scalititis23Z, short-handed S23Z.
Any Amphibios who caught the S23Z virus suffered a horrible death.
First, slowly and painfully, the victim’s skin fell off in bits, eliminating
the impermeable membrane which allowed them to live under water.
With this protection removed, their muscles first swelled before
exploding one by one causing eventual death. Still infectious, these
dead remains floated to the surface of SONDIS-SIDNOS, spreading
what seemed to be an unstoppable disease.
From the other side of the Milky Way, the Rulers of SONDISSIDNOS chose Earth it because it looked so blue, just like their own
planet. However, unlike Earth, SONDIS-SIDNOS had no land and not
a single drop of sweet, fresh water, only syrupy, salty water, like blue
honey but very bitter tasting.
From the spawn, the Earthling Amphibios grew to become strange
frog-like people, bright green with large, red-orange eyes and long
webbed fingers and toes. Like Earth frogs, they were amphibians,
which meant they could breathe on land and underwater.

Long after they had sent their precious spawn to Earth, the
Amphibios of SONDIS-SIDNOS had finally eliminated the S23Z
virus making their planet safe again. The Rulers wanted their
Earthling Amphibios to come home and to bring the secrets of Earth
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with them and began sending them moon-glint messages by bouncing
laser beams off the Moon onto the surface of the Earth.
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Frikweed, Gastropods and Molluscs
Hatched from spawn, the Earthling Amphibios of AquaDeep did not
know their home planet had no dry land and no salt-free water. Back
in SONDIS-SIDNOS the Amphibios had a very different diet and by
eating several huge fish every day they grew to three metres tall.
However, living in the confines of AquaDeep, their staple diet was
Frikweed which grew in the mud at the deepest part of the lake. This
meant Earthling Amphibios had remained small although to them this
seemed normal. As a bonus, when they emerged from the lake at night,
they developed a passionate taste for slimy gastropods and molluscs
which humans call slugs and snails.
This strange diet of Frikweed, Gastropods and Molluscs, made the
breath of the Earthling Amphibios smell like old drains. Anyone
unlucky enough to come near to these odd, frog-like creatures would
remember the stench of their breath for the rest of their lives.
Fortunately for humans, the Amphibios remained a shy, secretive
people who seldom revealed themselves during daytime, preferring to
remain at the bottom of the lake until darkness fell. Only a few bold
ones like Della stayed out of the water in daytime, hiding in trees,
keeping in the dark shadows close to the trunk.
For these arboreal Amphibios, their favourite time was after
heavy rain and even during it. In fact, the Earthling Amphibios from
SONDIS-SIDNOS loved nothing better than a full-blown summer
storm with thunder and lightning.
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During and after a storm they became very active, hopping around,
splashing through puddles, jumping up to cling to the sides of mobile
homes and peeking in through caravan windows to observe the humans.
They were looking for someone to help the return to SONDISSIDNOS, someone special, someone who would respond to their pleas
for help.
During millions of years the Amphibios had waited patiently, hoping
that one day they would meet the boy their future history predicted
would come. In the folklore of the Amphibios, this person would be a
special boy they had named Referasto the Wand Boy whom they would
recognise by his ability to whittle magic wands and win at every game
he played.
The Amphibios believed Referasto the Wand Boy would cast a spell
to help them return to SONDIS-SIDNOS.
After watching Matthew and his grandfather writing the story she
had sent to Matthew’s brain, Della dived off the tallest branch of the
tree, leaping out powerfully in a huge arc, heading for the centre of
Mallard Lake, her arms and legs spread wide, almost flying. As she
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near the surface of the water she stretched her arms and legs out
straight and arrowed through the surface with the tiniest of plops
then swam powerfully to the bottom, to report to the TriPrimi, certain
Matthew was indeed Referasto.
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A Wand called Fishka
‘Well, Matthew, we’ve made a good start to your story. Fancy
going swimming again?’
‘Yip, let’s go. Grandma, can I get an ice cream after swimming?
Please?’
‘We’ll see. How many lengths are you going to swim this time?
Shall we try the outside pool?’
When they arrived at the swimming pool, heavy rain was falling so
they went to the indoor pool instead.

Matthew whizzed down the giant flume 44 times, a new personal
best. He was learning to swim underwater and he swam through his
Grampa’s legs 8 times in a row without stopping for a breath, another
personal best. Then, unfortunately, when a baby did a whoopsie in the
pool it had to be closed for cleaning and everyone was asked to leave.
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Back at the caravan the rain was off. Matthew was sitting out on
the deck, whittling a special magic wand in the shape of a fish.

‘Matthew, does your whittle stick have a name yet? asked Grampa.
‘It’s called Fishka and its not a whittle stick, it’s a magic wand. It
can cause objects to fly out into space, right to the far side of the
universe. Did you know we are part of the Milky Way galaxy?’
‘Excellent. So much power in such a small stick. Amazing.’
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‘Drat, drat and triple drat,’ said Grampa, as the first few giant
drops of rain began to fall. ‘Time to pack up. Matthew. Here, let me
close your Opinel for you, it’s tricky. There you are, now slip it into its
pouch.’

‘Grampa, do you know the alien frog people love big storms. And
they really like eating snails and slugs too.’
‘What was that?’ said Grandma, holding a brolly over Matthew while
he tidied away his things.
‘Grandma, the aliens who live in this lake like eating snails and slugs.
And they only look like frogs, but they’re really people, quite like
humans, just from another planet, sent here for safety.’
‘Ah, so you and Grampa have started a new story? Well, could you
send some of these slug and snail-eating aliens to my garden? They
could live in Grampa’s frog pond and help themselves to as many of my
pests as they wish.’
‘Matthew,’ said Grampa, ‘how about we go to Den’s Tackle and buy
a bait-fishing rod?’
‘Yeah! Grampa, maybe when we have the line in the water the aliens
will make contact through it.’
‘Did you every make a speaker-phone with two cans connected with
a piece of string?’ asked Grampa.
‘What? Is that how you used to do it Gramps, when you were a wee
boy, in the olden days? Before iPhones?’
‘Yes, but we also used pigeons. Everyone kept pigeons in those days.
And we had to teach them the addresses of all our friends, and for
longer journeys, say from Bearsden to Abingdon, we had to give them
head torches and maps.’
‘How did they carry the maps?’
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‘In pouches made of frog skin which, as you probably know, is
lightweight and waterproof. We used to sew them up in our handwork
sessions at school. We made then into mini-rucksacks. And all our
pigeon-post letters had to be written on the thinnest paper, like very
thin toilet paper, using special light-weight ink.’
‘Yeah, we did all that stuff at Forest School and we made miniature
googles. They were night-vision goggles for birds who have to fly
through the night while they’re on immigration, when they are not
allowed to stop. Like swallows and swifts. Did you know they go to
Spain or somewhere like that for winter months when it’s too cold for
them here. Tenerife, I think it is.’
‘Oh, I heard they went to Africa.’
‘No, Tenerife. I saw them once, when I was there for a holiday.
They have them in Sri Lanka too, and in Sardinia.’
‘Well, thanks for that new information.’
‘Look, Grampa! You just missed the turn for Den’s Tackle . . ..’
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Message from a Tenchling
Fully kitted out with rod, reel, tiny hooks, a landing net and a tub
of white and pink wriggling maggots, Matthew and his grandparents
returned to Mallard Lake.
Della was waiting and knew it was time to act.
Within seconds of the float hitting the water, as the maggots
wriggled on the hook, Della grabbed a passing Tenchling, whispered to
it then stuck it onto Matthew’s hook.
‘Grampa, Grampa, I caught another one!
Look Grandma! Look, I caught one.
‘Grampa, can it throw it back, please?’
‘Yes, but don’t throw it, place it in the
water, gently, here, at the edge.’
‘Here?’
‘Yes, but WATCH OUT! GOTCHA!’ said
Grampa, grabbing Matthew’s tee-shirt.
‘Careful, laddie, we don’t want you taking a
dook, do we, not fully clothed.’
‘Grampa, that wee fish told me the aliens want me to get them a
spaceship so they can get home?’
‘Did it now? And where is their home?’
‘I’m not sure yet. I dropped the fish when I slipped, just as it was
about to tell me.’
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Referasto the Wand Boy
Matthew and his grandfather continued to fish and soon caught
nine small tench which they freed from tiny barbless hooks using the
disgorger tool then plopped them back into the lake.
Once again big spots of rain began to fall and this time an extra
huge storm was brewing. Thunder rumbled. Then a spider’s web of
lightning flashes lit up the sky as a peal of thunder cracked. The storm
was directly overhead.
In the depths of AquaDeep the Amphibios began to sing and swim
around in circles. They knew the storm was a sign magic was about to
happen.

‘Matthew,’ shouted Grandma, ’put that fishing rod down at once!
No, Matthew, leave it there, on the ground. We don’t want it to
attract a lightning strike, do we? Quick, let’s get inside out of this
downpour.’
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Grandma,’ said Matthew, ‘do you know one time a lightning strike
hit a cow standing beside a telegraph pole and it exploded into its
constituent molecules. That means it was vaporised. Only its bell and
ear tags were left behind.’
‘How awful for the poor farmer! Was it a bull or a cow?’
‘A water buffalo, actually. It happened in India where they make
Gruyere cheese and vintage cheddar. But the farmer was on television
and they paid him condemnation for the cow, so he was OK about losing
it.’
‘Did you mean “compensation”? asked Grampa.
‘No, it was condemnation, because he should have kept it indoors
when everyone knew the storm was coming, because it was the time
for moon-soons. I read about in in Granny Helen’s newspaper.’
‘Moon-soons?’
‘Yeah, when it’s a full moon it makes the rain heavier, especially in
India.’
‘So, Matthew,’ asked Grandma, ’what’s it to be, now we have you
dried off? Another game of Chess with Grampa? Or Top Dog or
Monkey Poo?’
‘Monkey Poo!’
‘OK, you deal.’
‘Grandma, afterwards, can we go to the swimming pool again?
Please? And can I play that water pistol iceman game? And can I get
an ice cream?’
‘Matthew, do you think it’s already your birthday?’
‘It nearly is. Only a few days to go, when I’m in Sardinia with
Mummy.’
‘Righty-oh!’ said Grampa. ‘Let’s stay here until this storm passes
then we’ll go back to the swimming pool. So, Matthew, how many times
are you going to swim through my legs without stopping? Are you going
to beat eight?’
After swimming the went out to tour the grounds of Hoburne
Holiday Park. Matthew was on his bike zooming far ahead then
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skidding round and racing back. Grandma was getting dizzy watching
him.
With the rain clouds were gone the paths were steaming in the
bright sunshine. A full moon hung low in the afternoon sky. It was very
pale blue outline, almost invisible. Something the Tenchling had said
made Matthew stop to look at it. He was the only one who saw the
moon-glints and he followed them to a little muddy ditch beside the
path where he saw what looked like an old blue football. It was
scuffed, quite muddy and had the logo “SONDIS” inscribed in white
letters.
What Matthew did not see was Della, hiding in the tall bush beside
the ditch. Della was transmitting furiously, sending laser beam
messages to Matthew, to reinforce the effect of the moon-glints.
Della’s message entered Matthew’s brain.
‘Grampa, can you help me get that ball?’
‘Here, let’s use this fallen branch,’ said Grampa. ‘Look it’s shaped
like a shepherd’s crook. You do it, here.’
‘Matthew, be careful, watch you don’t slip down into the ditch,’ said
Grandma.
Matthew picked up the ball and inspected it carefully. He could
feel a strange vibration passing from it to his fingers and it seemed
to give off a revolting smell.
In fact, the smell was Della’s abominable breath wafting from the
bushes, made worse because she was excited. Her plan was working
and she was giggling as she beamed further laser instructions to
Matthew’s brain.
‘Oh, for goodness sake! What a stench. Keep that ball away from
me. It stinks to high heaven!’ said Grandma.
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‘Here, Grampa, a pass!’
‘Hey, don’t kick it so hard, I’m seventy now, you’ve got to give me a
chance.’
Back at Mobile Home ST9 the drops of rain began again.

For a reason Matthew could not explain, he was filled by an
irresistible urge to thump the ball as hard as he could. The ball soared
into the air and landed in Mallard Lake.
‘Oh Matthew, why did you do that?’ asked Grandma. ‘Grampa, can
you get it with the fishing net?’
‘Nope, it’s too far out. Maybe we will get it later, if the wind
direction changes and blows it back.’
Again, for a reason he could not understand, Matthew grabbed
Fishka and gave it a secret, very complicated twirl then shouted at
the top of his voice:
‘AQUAMENTI

SPERUSTI

IMMENSUSTI!’
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A soft breeze was carrying the blue football into the middle of
the Lake. Overhead thunder cracked and lightning flashed. The clouds
were black with rain but at first only a few drops fell.
‘Oh no, it’s going to pour again,’ said Grandma. ‘Grampa, you get
Matthew’s bike under the deck. Hurry up! Matthew, come on, inside,
quick!’
Matthew ignored the order and stood erect by the side of the
lake, his arm held straight in front of him, Fishka balanced carefully
on two fingers, pointing directly at the blue football:
‘AQUAMENTI

SPERUSTI

IMMENSUSTI!’

The first big spots of rain turned into another downpour.
As Matthew and his grandparents ran inside. Della laughed then
dropped from high in the tree beside Mobile Home ST9, landed with
a huge plop and swam down to report to Gerfrik, Derfrik and Terfrik.
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At Gerfrik’s command, all the Amphibios of AquaDeep zoomed up
towards the blue football. The white letters of the logo reflected in
the water to show:

SONDIS
SIDNOS
Dark clouds and heavy rain blotted out the sunshine and unseen by
anyone, caused by the magic from Fishka, the blue football grew
bigger and bigger until it was the size of a hot air balloon.
A hatch opened and all the Earthling Amphibios climbed inside and
when they were all safely aboard, Gerfrik stood upright and pointed
to Mobile Home ST9:
’Della, you were right after all. The boy the humans call Matthew
is indeed Referasto the Wand Boy.’
Inside the caravan Matthew felt a strange tingling feeling on the
back of his neck, twisted round and peered out into the teeming rain.
He grabbed Fishka, twirled it then pointed to the dim outline of
blue spaceship and shouted:
‘I am Referasto the Wand Boy.
AQUAMENTI

SPERUSTI

IMMENSUSTI!’

The hatch closed, thunder cracked and lightning flashed. It
became so dark everyone switched on their caravan lights and pulled
closed their curtains, even though it was only four o’clock in the
afternoon. The only caravan which did not shut its curtains was Mobile
Home ST9 where Matthew was staring out concentrating hard as the
spaceship rose and gathered speed.
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Miles away, aeroplanes landing at Heathrow Airport reported a
violent thunderstorm over the vast area of the Cotswolds Water Park.
Some pilots claimed they had seen an enormous blue balloon rising
and gathering speed as it headed up towards the stratosphere.

People walking their dogs said they heard odd, high-pitched singing
which caused their dogs to bark and yowl.
Some lorry drivers said they could smell overflowing drains.
Only Referasto the Wand Boy knew what had really happened.
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Thank you for reading this story.
If you would like to read other stories like this one, please ask
your parents or adult responsible for you to visit:
www.thebuzzinbee.co.uk
Here you will find other stories to download to your iPad or
Tablet.
These stories are free to read. You may pass them on to
friends.
Please note copyright remains at all times with John Bonthron.
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